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My wuss factor is flying off the charts here, but I’m just going to say this: I’m excited to see Julie and
Julia. Based on Julie Powell’s eponymous book and Julia Childs’ My Life In France, the movie
chronicles the cooking adventures of both women. Nora Ephron has welded the story of Child’s
early cooking education and experience in late 1940′s France onto Powell’s tale of redemption
through cooking/blogging in the modern era. Does the movie work? I’m willing to put down the
bucks to find out. Culinary based movies often fail and end up under cooked, because of the failure

of their creators to merge the truth of cooking with the heart  that it takes to feed
the soul for a living. Food films are fickle, to the point where Waiting may be a
better, more genuine movie than the Catherine Zeta Jones lead blimp No
Reservations. I am asked on a fairly regular basis about foodie movies and what I
think, as if because of school and cooking I have some insight. This would be like
me asking my wife about the realism on LA Law. The Pixar film Ratatouille comes
up a lot. My answer is always the same: Rats+Kitchen=Health Hazard. The
genuine part of that movie, unlike so many others, was that the kid learned to cook
by taste and smell, which is crucial.

I’m excited to see the movie for two reasons. The first has nothing to do with food, but the fact that
the cast is so talent heavy. Meryl Streep inhabits to every character she plays and she really doesn’t

have an American cinematic equal. Stanley Tucci has become the every-
man. He plays everything with just the right amount of smirk and hangdog
 humility, from the crook in Kit Kittredge to the closet ballroom savant in
Shall We Dance. Then there’s Amy Adams. Twenty years from now we
could be talking about her in the same breathless terms as we do Streep.
She’s on that career path. This is just a stellar group of actors.

The other reason is Julia Child herself. She, James Beard and Jacques
Pepin demystified French cusine in an era when it was dark and complicated for
most American home cooks. Julia and her popularity were antithetical to the
prevailing food wisdom of the 1950′s and 60′s. Dinner was fast becoming about
streamlined science in that era. Madison Avenue was pushing the boxed,
convenience concept to it’s limits and its a wonder that cooks latched on to the
simplicity of what Julia was doing. She and her compatriots also made food a
choice again. Rather than just eating hamburger and chicken, we were reminded
of the joys of shellfish, offal, and pork. Childs was a butter, cream and wine chef,
as well. She knew the truth, that margarine isn’t as good as good old dairy. One
last note: if you get the chance check out Julia’s life as a spy with the O.S.S.

during World War II through various biographies. Worth a glance, definitely. Meanwhile, I’m
unabashedly excited about going to this movie.
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